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A B S T R A C T
Interactions between the carbon cycle, climate and human societies are subject to several major vulnerabilities, broadly
defined as factors contributing to the risk of harm from human-induced climate change. We assess five vulnerabilities:
(1) effects of increasing CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon between atmospheric, land and ocean reser-
voirs; (2) effects of climate change (quantified by temperature) on CO2 fluxes; (3) uncertainty in climate sensitivity;
(4) non-CO2 radiative forcing and (5) anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Our analysis uses a physically based expression
for T p(Qp), the peak warming T p associated with a cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emission Qp to the time of peak
warming. The approximations in this expression are evaluated using a non-linear box model of the carbon–climate
system, forced with capped emissions trajectories described by an analytic form satisfying integral and smoothness
constraints. The first four vulnerabilities appear as parameters that influence T p(Qp), whereas the last appears through
the independent variable. In terms of likely implications for T p(Qp), the decreasing order of the first four vulnerabilities
is: uncertainties in climate sensitivity, effects of non-CO2 radiative forcing, effects of climate change on CO2 fluxes
and effects of increasing CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon.

1. Introduction

The magnitude and rate of future human-induced climate change
is uncertain because of multiple feedbacks in the earth system,
many of which involve interactions between climate and the car-
bon cycle (Cox et al., 2000; Gruber et al., 2004; Steffen et al.,
2004; IPCC, 2001b, 2007b). The implications of positive or
reinforcing feedback processes are particularly significant be-
cause they lead to positively skewed probability distributions
for future climate change (Roe and Baker, 2007; Knutti and
Hegerl, 2008), which include non-negligible probabilities for
extreme outcomes. Such a risk profile has prompted consider-
ation of earth system ‘vulnerability’, a term which has been
defined with different emphases in several disciplines. A def-
inition for human-environment interactions in socio-ecological
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systems (Turner et al., 2003) is: ‘vulnerability is the degree to
which a system, subsystem, or system component is likely to
experience harm due to exposure to a hazard, either a perturba-
tion or stress/stressor’’. With an emphasis on climate change,
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defined
vulnerability as ‘the degree to which a system is susceptible to,
or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, in-
cluding climate variability and extremes’ (IPCC, 2007a, p883,
p783; also IPCC, 2001a, p. 995).

The term ‘vulnerability’ has also been applied to carbon–
climate interactions in a narrower sense, to mean the extent
to which the build-up of atmospheric CO2 from anthropogenic
emissions may be accelerated by climate change itself through
positive carbon–climate feedbacks. Two broad groups of pro-
cesses are involved, those affecting the natural land and ocean
sinks of atmospheric CO2, and those leading to CO2 releases
from previously immobile stores of carbon on land or in the
ocean. The consequences of both groups were investigated by
Gruber et al. (2004) using a heuristic, risk-based approach. More
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quantitatively, carbon–climate model intercomparison experi-
ments (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Sitch et al., 2008) indicate
significant enhancement of climate change by climate-induced
effects on land and ocean CO2 sinks, but with substantial vari-
ability between models, especially for the land sink. A number
of studies have also addressed specific carbon pools which are
vulnerable to disturbance by climate change and/or land use
change, such as organic carbon in frozen soils (Zimov et al.,
2006; Schuur et al., 2008; Tarnocai et al., 2009) and in tropical
peatlands (Hooijer et al., 2009).

In this work we define vulnerabilities broadly, as factors
contributing to the risk of harm from human-induced climate
change. These factors include both forcings and responses. The
definition of ‘harmful’ or ‘dangerous’ climate change is nec-
essarily subjective, involving value judgements about the well
being of humankind and the biosphere. One widely used marker
is a peak warming of 2 K above pre-industrial temperatures
(Schellnhuber et al., 2006). For any nominated marker, the risk
of crossing that point can be estimated objectively as a function
of the magnitude of anthropogenic forcing on climate and bio-
geochemical cycles, the biophysical response of the system for
a given forcing (the system sensitivity) and uncertainty in both
forcing and response.

Our aim is to quantify and rank five vulnerabilities in the
carbon–climate–human system, arising from (1) effects of in-
creasing CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon between
atmospheric, land and ocean reservoirs; (2) effects of climate
change (quantified by temperature) on CO2 fluxes, including re-
leases of carbon from previously undisturbed pools; (3) climate
sensitivity; (4) changes in non-CO2 radiative forcing and (5) an-
thropogenic CO2 emissions. Of these five, the last two are human
forcings and the first three involve biophysical responses. These
five vulnerabilities are intercompared by examining their relative
effects on peak global temperature (T p) relative to pre-industrial
temperatures, used as a single measure of system response.

The analysis is based on two models for carbon–climate in-
teractions: (1) a new algebraic expression for the peak warm-
ing T p associated with a cumulative total anthropogenic CO2

emission Qp [PgC] to the time of peak warming, and (2) a
non-linear box model for global CO2, other greenhouse gases
and global temperature, using established formulations. Model
1 is an analytic counterpart of recent model results (Allen
et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009;
Zickfeld et al., 2009) which found that T p (induced by CO2

forcing) is a function of Qp with a definable uncertainty range.
Model 1 yields an approximate algebraic expression for T p(Qp)
which is useful for two reasons: its structure provides some
insight into the ways that vulnerabilities interact, and it is eas-
ily amenable to perturbation analysis to quantify and rank un-
certainties and their implications for vulnerability. Model 2
is used to further explore the robustness of the relationship
between T p and Qp, and to evaluate the approximations in
model 1.

2. Models

2.1. Algebraic expression for peak warming

Global temperature can be related to radiative forcing by a cli-
mate response function, which represents the dynamics of a com-
plex climate model in a low-dimensional representation (Li and
Jarvis, 2009; Li et al., 2009). In this representation, a trajectory
R(t) of radiative forcing [W m−2] leads to a global temperature
perturbation (from a mean pre-industrial state) given by

T (t) = λq

∫ t

0
R′(τ )hT(t − τ ) dτ, (1)

where hT(t) is the climate response function (the fractional re-
sponse to a unit step in radiative forcing), t is time from the start
of the industrial era, R′(t) = dR(t)/dt , and λq[K W−1 m2] is the
equilibrium climate sensitivity.1 By definition, λq satisfies

Tq = λqRq, (2)

where T q is the long-term equilibrium warming in response to
a steady radiative forcing Rq.

We are concerned here not with the equilibrium response to
steady forcing, but with the transient temperature response T(t)
to a forcing trajectory involving a finite cumulative emission of
CO2. This yields a temperature trajectory with a peak at some
time tp, followed by a slow decrease. The peak warming can be
characterized by a peak climate sensitivity λp, such that

Tp = λpRp, (3)

where T p = T (tp) is the peak warming and Rp = R(tp) is
the radiative forcing at the time of peak warming. The peak
sensitivity λp is akin to, but not the same as, the transient climate
sensitivity (T at the time of CO2 doubling for a 1% y−1 CO2

increase; IPCC, 2001b).
The radiative forcing is approximately the sum of contribu-

tions from CO2, non-CO2 greenhouse gases (CH4, N2O, halo-
carbons and others) and non-gaseous agents (aerosols, albedo
changes, volcanic effects and others). Writing the CO2 forcing
as RC and lumping all other gaseous and non-gaseous forcings
into a total non-CO2 forcing RN, we have

R(t) = RC(t) + RN(t). (4)

The CO2 contribution to radiative forcing is taken to be (IPCC,
2001b, p. 358):

RC(t) = 5.35 ln

(
CA(t)

CA0

)
, (5)

where CA(t) is the mass of CO2 in the atmosphere (equal
to 2.13[CO2](t), with CA in PgC, [CO2] the concentration in

1 Climate sensitivity in units of K per CO2 doubling is related to the
unit used here by λq [K(2 × CO2)−1] = 3.71λq [K W−1 m2], where
3.71 W m−2 is the assumed radiative forcing for CO2 doubling (Myhre
et al., 1998).
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ppm and 2.13 PgC ppm−1 a conversion factor); and CA0 =
2.13[CO2]0 the pre-industrial mass of atmospheric CO2, with
[CO2]0 ≈ 280 ppm the pre-industrial CO2 concentration. A
subscript 0 denotes the pre-industrial equilibrium value of any
quantity.

We express the increase in atmospheric CO2 since pre-
industrial times (CA − CA0, in PgC) as the result of three
influences: (1) anthropogenic emissions, (2) the effects of in-
creasing CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon between
atmospheric, land and ocean reservoirs and (3) the effects of
climate change (quantified by temperature) on the carbon cycle,
including both currently active CO2 fluxes and releases of carbon
from previously undisturbed pools. The added atmospheric CO2

concentration from the first two influences is A(t)Q(t), where
Q(t) is the total cumulative anthropogenic CO2 emission from
pre-industrial times to time t, and A(t) is the cumulative airborne
fraction (CAF) of CO2 in the absence of climate (temperature)
feedback on the carbon cycle. The cumulative emission Q(t) is
the time integral of the total emission flux (F(t)) from fossil fu-
els and other industrial processes including cement production
(collectively denoted F Foss(t)) and from net land use change
(F LUC(t)). The CAF is the fraction of total cumulative emis-
sions remaining in the atmosphere, (CA(t) − CA0)/Q(t). This
accounts for time-integrated effects of land and ocean CO2 sinks,
which have together removed more than half of all cumulative
emissions through the industrial era to date. The observed cu-
mulative AF was 0.42 in 2009 (Canadell et al., 2007; Le Quere
et al., 2009). This observed quantity is slightly different from
the quantity A(t) used in this analysis, which is the CAF without
carbon–climate (temperature) feedbacks.

The added CO2 concentration from the third influence (effect
of climate change on the carbon cycle) is expressed as γ T (t),
where γ [PgC K−1] is the aggregate sensitivity of all land and
ocean carbon pools to climate change, including both currently
mobile pools (such as soil carbon) and pools which are currently
largely immobile but vulnerable to disturbance under climate
change (such as carbon in frozen soils). Climate change is pa-
rameterized by the single variable T(t), recognizing that release
of CO2 from carbon pools through climate change involves mul-
tiple processes which respond not only through warming but
also through other physical variables such as precipitation and
radiation.

Combining the contributions from all three influences, we
have

CA(t) − CA0 = A(t)Q(t) − γ T (t). (6)

Taking t to be the time tp of peak warming, eqs. (3)–(6) yield

Tp = λp

[
5.35 ln

(
1 + ApQp + γ Tp

CA0

)
+ RNp

]
, (7)

where Ap, Qp, T p and RNp are the values of A(t), Q(t), T (t) and
RN(t) at t = tp. We now solve for T p by using the approximation

ln(x + h) ≈ ln(x) + h/x,

taking x = 1 + ApQp/CA0 = CA(tp)/CA0 and h = γ T p/CA0.
The approximation error is of order h2 and is less than 1% with
reference parameters defined later. The result is

Tp ≈ λp

1 − g

[
5.35 ln

(
1 + ApQp

CA0

)
+ RNp

]
(8)

with g = 5.35λp γ

CA0 + ApQp
.

The factor 1/(1 − g) is the amplification of peak warming by
effects of warming on CO2 fluxes, including both currently active
fluxes and releases of carbon from previously undisturbed pools.
This form is generically familiar as the amplification arising
when a fraction g of the output of a system, the ‘gain’, is added
to the system input (Roe and Baker, 2007).

Equation (8) is our algebraic expression for peak warming
as a function of forcings (Qp and RNp) and properties of the
carbon–climate system (T p, Ap and γ ), all at the time of peak
warming, tp. Because of the dominant role of CO2 forcing we
often denote this expression as T p(Qp), with other dependencies
understood. The parameters in eq. (8) correspond to the five
sources of vulnerability outlined in the introduction: (1) effects
of CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon are quantified
by Ap, (2) effects of climate (temperature) change on the carbon
cycle by γ , (3) climate sensitivity by λp, (4) non-CO2 radiative
forcing by RNp and (5) CO2 forcing by Qp.

Given the definitions of its parameters, eq. (8) is formally
exact apart from a linearization with a small error (typi-
cally less than 1%). The utility of eq. (8) therefore depends
mainly on the robustness with which its parameters can be
estimated. In particular, the parameters λp and Ap are path-
dependent properties of carbon–climate trajectories. The ex-
tent and consequences of this path dependency are investigated
later.

2.2. Non-linear box model

To investigate the robustness of the relationship T p(Qp), and also
the properties of parameters in eq. (8), we use a non-linear model
for global CO2, other greenhouse gases and global temperature.
This is a globally averaged or ‘box’ model of the carbon–climate
system (Oeschger et al., 1975; Joos et al., 1996 and many others),
using well-established formulations. Equations and parameters
are given in Appendix A and Tables A1 and A2. The model
includes non-linearities in the response of terrestrial carbon as-
similation to CO2, the buffering of CO2 in the ocean mixed layer,
temperature responses of land–air and ocean–air CO2 exchanges
and the response of radiative forcing to gas concentrations.

Model state variables are carbon masses in the atmosphere,
in fast and slow terrestrial biospheric C pools, and in a set of
ocean C pools; the atmospheric concentrations of CH4, N2O
and halocarbons (represented here only by CFC-11 and CFC-
12); and global perturbation temperature components. Forcing
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is by specified trajectories for CO2, CH4, N2O and halo-
carbon emissions, which in turn yield concentrations, radia-
tive forcing and global temperature. Radiative forcing occurs
from CO2, CH4, N2O, halocarbons and aerosols. The nega-
tive radiative forcing contribution from aerosols is taken to be
proportional to total CO2 emissions (on the assumptions that
anthropogenic aerosol inputs are approximately proportional to
total CO2 emissions and removals are rapid), with a propor-
tionality coefficient set to match total radiative forcing in 2005
(Appendix A). Because some non-CO2 anthropogenic radiative
forcings are omitted, the resulting modelled aerosol forcing is
likely to underestimate the actual negative aerosol forcing in
2005.

Past emissions trajectories for CO2 are set from data, and fu-
ture trajectories are described in the next subsection. For CH4,
N2O and halocarbons, past emissions are set from data and
the requirement that the model match observed concentrations,
and future emissions are assumed to follow the IPCC SRES
(Special Report on Emissions Scenarios) A1B marker scenario
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000). Temperature is related to radiative
forcing by eq. (1), using a climate response function of the com-
mon form of a sum of decaying exponentials in time (Appendix
B) and solved as a set of linear equations (Appendix A). We
use a three-term climate response function (Table A2) for the
HadCM3 climate model (Li and Jarvis, 2009) with its associated
climate sensitivity, λq = 1.235 K W−1 m2.

Model parameters were selected for consistency with past
data, accounting for prior constraints (see Table A2 for values).
The temperature part of the model is parameterized entirely
by the three-term HadCM3 climate response function and its
equilibrium climate sensitivity.

The value λq = 1.235 K W−1 m2 for the equilibrium climate
sensitivity from the HadCM3 model is significantly higher than
many recent estimates, which are typically 3(2 to 4.5) K(2 ×
CO2)−1 or 0.81(0.54 to 1.21) K W−1 m2 (IPCC, 2007b, p. 66;
also see Meinshausen, 2006; Knutti and Hegerl, 2008). The wide
and positively skewed uncertainty in the equilibrium climate sen-
sitivity reflects both uncertainty and asymmetry in the effects of
climate feedbacks, for instance through water vapour, clouds
and aerosols (Roe and Baker, 2007; Knutti and Hegerl, 2008).
The value λq = 1.235 K W−1 m2 is high because the longest
time scale in the three-term HadCM3 climate response function
(Li and Jarvis, 2009) is nearly 1500 years, long enough to in-
clude slow feedbacks such as ocean and cryosphere responses
which are often not included in determinations of climate sensi-
tivity but which contribute to the full ‘earth system’ sensitivity
(Hansen et al., 2008). There is an association between the long-
term equilibrium sensitivity and the long time scales of a climate
or earth system model, although transient responses are better
constrained by observed temperature trends (Frame et al., 2006).
The uncertainty in equilibrium climate or earth system sensitiv-
ity arises mainly from uncertainty about slow feedbacks and
responses.

2.3. CO2 emissions trajectories

The CO2 emission flux [PgC y−1 ] from fossil fuels and other
industrial processes is specified with an emissions trajectory
defined by

FFoss(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

observations (t ≤ t1),

Fm exp (r(t − tm)) (t1 < t ≤ tm),

f (t) (t > tm),

f (t) = Fm [1 + (r + m)(t − tm)] exp (−m(t − tm)) . (9)

Here t1 is the time to which observations are available, tm is the
time in the future at which mitigation begins, F m is the emission
at time tm, r [y−1] is the proportional growth rate of F Foss(t)
before mitigation, and m [y−1] is an applied mitigation rate. This
‘smooth capped’ emissions trajectory merges an exponential
growth phase with growth rate r, applicable for t ≤ tm, with a
mitigation phase starting at t = tm in which emissions follow the
trajectory f (t), initially increasing at growth rate r and ultimately
decreasing exponentially at the mitigation rate m. Emissions
reach their maximum after t = tm because initial growth must
be overcome.

The all-time cumulative emission [PgC] is the finite quantity

QFoss(∞) =
∫ ∞

t0

FFoss(t) dt

= QFoss(t1) + Fm

r

[
1 − exp (r(t − tm))

]

+ Fm(2m + r)

m2
, (10)

where the three terms on the right-hand side are respectively
the contributions to the integral from the past (t ≤ t1), future
pre-mitigation (t1 < t ≤ tm) and mitigation (t > tm) phases of
eq. (9). The initial time (t0) is taken as 1751.

Using data from sources given in Appendix C, cumulative
fossil-fuel emissions from 1751 to the end of 2008 (denoted as
t1 = 2008.99) were QFoss(t1) = 346 PgC, and F Foss in 2008
was 8.67 PgC y−1. The growth rate of F Foss for the decade
2000.00–2009.99 was r = 0.03 y−1, a value which includes an
estimate of the effect of the recent global financial crisis (Le
Quere et al., 2009; Raupach and Canadell, 2010).

In this work, net CO2 emissions from land use change
(F LUC(t)) are specified simply by past emissions to time t1 =
2008.99 (Houghton, 2003; Le Quere et al., 2009) and a linear
decrease in the future to zero at t = 2100. Cumulative net CO2

emissions from land use change were 160 PgC from 1850 to the
end of 2008. To estimate cumulative land use change emissions
before 1850, we assume a linear increase from zero in 1751 to
0.5 PgC y−1 for 1850, the earliest available estimate (Houghton,
2003). This implies an additional 25 PgC of cumulative emission
before 1850. The resulting cumulative land use change emission
from 1751 onwards is QLUC(t) = 185 PgC to t1 = 2008.99.
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Fig. 1. Capped trajectories for CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and other industrial sources (F Foss, colours), and emissions from land use change
(F LUC, black). Total (F Foss + F LUC) emissions integrate over all time to indicated quotas Qq from 1000 to 3000 PgC. (a) Smooth capped
trajectories for F Foss from eq. (9), with Qq varying from 1000 to 3000 PgC and mitigation start time tm = 2011. (b) As for (a), with tm varying from
2011 to 2031 and Qq = 1500 PgC. (c) Discontinuous-slope capped trajectories from eq. (12), with Qq varying from 1000 to 3000 PgC and tm =
2011. In all panels, growth rate in F Foss at time tm is r = 0.03 y−1.

Figures 1a and b show capped trajectories for CO2 emissions
from fossil fuels (F Foss(t)) from eq. (9), together with net land
use change (F LUC(t)) specified as above. In these trajectories,
there is a specified cap

Qq = QFoss(∞) + QLUC(∞)

for the all-time total cumulative CO2 emission from both fos-
sil fuels and land use change, from 1751 to the far future. In
Fig. 1a, Qq varies among curves with a fixed mitigation start
time tm in eq. (9), whereas in Fig. 1b, tm varies among curves
with fixed Qq. As Qq increases with fixed tm, peak emissions oc-
cur progressively later and the subsequent decay rate decreases
(Fig. 1a). As the start of mitigation (tm) is delayed with a given
cap Qq, peak emissions occur later but the subsequent decay
rate increases sharply (Fig. 1b).

We can write Qq as a sum of four components:

Qq = past QFoss + future QFoss

+ past QLUC + future QLUC. (11)

From the above data, past QFoss = 346 (±50) PgC and past
QLUC = 185 (±70) PgC, taking the past-future divide as t1 =
2008.99 and showing heuristic uncertainty estimates in brack-
ets. Under the above assumed trajectory for future F LUC(t), we
have future QLUC = 70 (±50) PgC. (Although future land use
change emissions are subject to human management like fossil
fuel emissions, future QLUC is likely to be much smaller than
future QFoss and is prescribed here for simplicity). The sum of
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Fig. 2. Mitigation rate m as a function of all-time cumulative emission
Qq, for smooth capped emissions trajectories (eq. 9) with r = 0.03 y−1

and with mitigation start time tm varying from 2011 to 2031. Colours
correspond with Fig. 1b, which shows trajectories for F Foss(t) with the
same values of tm at Qq = 1500 PgC. Components of Qq other than
F Foss are specified by eq. (11) and following text.

past QFoss, past QLUC and future QLUC yields a total commitment
apart from future QFoss of 600 (±100) PgC to nearest 10 PgC,
with root-mean-square summation of uncertainties. The future
quota for QFoss is less than any nominated value of Qq by this
amount.

Figure 2 shows the mitigation rate m required to achieve a
given Qq, for five mitigation start times tm between 2011 and
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(Nakicenovic et al., 2000), and smooth capped trajectories (eq. 9 and
Fig. 1) with all-time cumulative emissions Qq = 1000 and 2000 PgC
and mitigation start time tm = 2011. See Appendix C for data sources.
Radiative forcing is from CO2 only.

2031. (Emissions up to tm are assumed to continue growing ex-
ponentially; see eq. 9). As Qq decreases, the required mitigation
rate m increases sharply, and higher rates m are needed as tm be-
comes later. This figure quantifies the increase in the mitigation
challenge (specified by m) with delay (specified by tm).

Figure 1c shows an alternative ‘discontinuous-slope’ model
for capped future emissions,

FFoss(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

observations (t ≤ t1),

Fm exp (r(t − tm)) (t1 < t ≤ tm),

Fm exp (−m(t − tm)) (t > tm).

(12)
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fraction from non-linear box model, for the same conditions as in
Fig. 3. See Appendix C for data sources.

These trajectories have a slope discontinuity at the mitigation
start time tm, and are therefore ignore the effects of technological
inertia in propagating patterns of CO2 emissions and carbon
intensities over decades (Raupach et al., 2007). They provide an
extreme test of the path dependence of parameters in eq. (8).

3. Results

3.1. Non-linear box model with radiative forcing
from CO2 only

Figure 3 shows trajectories of total CO2 emissions (F Foss +
F LUC), CO2 concentrations and temperature from the nonlin-
ear box model, with forcing from CO2 only, under four CO2

emissions scenarios: IPCC SRES A2 and B1 marker scenarios
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000), and smooth capped trajectories (eq. 9,
Fig. 1a) with Qq = 1000 and 2000 PgC. Observed data (shown
as black lines) are from sources specified in Appendix C.

With forcing from the IPCC SRES A2 and B1 marker sce-
narios, the temperature trajectories are well within the range
from full climate models in the IPCC Fourth Assessment (IPCC,
2007b), although slightly lower than best-estimate IPCC pro-
jections (consistent with the omission of non-CO2 forcings in
Fig. 3). Temperature trajectories with capped emissions decline
after a peak temperature is reached, but only slowly (Lowe et al.,
2009; Solomon et al., 2009) (also see Figs 5–8).
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Fig. 5. Total CO2 emissions (F Foss + F LUC), CO2 concentrations and temperatures from the nonlinear box model (coloured curves), for smooth
capped CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. (9)) with all-time cumulative emission Qq from 1000 to 3000 PgC and mitigation start time fixed at tm =
2011, as in Fig. 1a. Black curves are observations (see Appendix C for data sources). Radiative forcing is from CO2 only. Quantities are plotted
against time in left panels (a, b, c) and cumulative CO2 emissions Q(t) in right panels (d, e, f). Dotted curve in Fig. 5f is from the algebraic
expression for T p(Qp), eq. 8, with reference parameters.

Figure 4 shows the modelled CO2 airborne fraction (AF, over
annual increments) and cumulative airborne fraction (CAF, de-
fined above), for the same scenarios and conditions as Fig. 3.
Agreement with past data (derived from sources in Appendix
C) is broadly good, although with departures before 1950 when
anthropogenic forcing of the carbon cycle was relatively much
weaker than in recent decades. The cumulatively smoothed char-
acter of the CAF means that there is much less interannual vari-
ability in observations of the CAF than the AF, and also that
there is less variation future projections of the CAF than the AF.
By 2100, the CAF is projected to be about 0.5 (A2 emissions
scenario) and 0.4 (B1), respectively, whereas the AF projections
are 0.6 (A2) and 0 (B1).

Figure 5 shows total CO2 emissions (F Foss + F LUC), CO2

concentration and temperature from the non-linear box model,
for smooth capped CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. 9) with all-
time quotas Qq from 1000 to 3000 PgC, and radiative forcing
from CO2 only. In the left panels (Figs 5a–c) the trajectories are
plotted conventionally against time, while in the corresponding
right panels (Figs 5d–f) they are plotted against the cumulative
emission to time t , Q(t). Plots using this ‘cumulative emission

clock’ take the form of curves such as [CO2](Q) and T(Q), in
which time varies parametrically along each curve.

Three results are evident in Fig. 5. First, there are succes-
sive delays between the times of peak emissions, peak CO2

concentration and peak temperature, both in the plots against
t (Figs 5a–c) and against Q(t) (Figs 5d–f). The delays become
greater at higher quotas Qq and therefore higher peak warmings.

Secondly, the temperature trajectories T(Q) in Fig. 5f (using
the cumulative emission clock) show an approximate collapse
to a common curve up to near the point of maximum temper-
ature, which occurs at time tp or at cumulative emission Qp =
Q(tp). Temperatures fall below this curve at later times. The
common curve is approximately represented by the dotted line
in Fig. 5f, which provides a point of reference (it represents
the algebraic expression for peak warming, eq. 8, as described
later).

Thirdly, by the time tp of peak temperature, most of the total
cumulative emission quota has already been released. The max-
imum temperature [T p = T (tp)] occurs at a cumulative emission
Qp which is less than the all-time quota Qq by only about 2% at
Qq = 1000 PgC and 10% at Qq = 3000 PgC.
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Fig. 6. Total CO2 emissions (F Foss + F LUC), CO2 concentrations and temperatures from the nonlinear box model (coloured curves), for smooth
capped CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. 9) with mitigation start time tm varying from 2011 to 2031 and all-time cumulative emission fixed at Qq =
1500 PgC, as in Fig. 1b. Other details are as for Fig. 5.

It is important to test the extent to which the results in Fig. 5
(and others discussed later) depend upon properties of the as-
sumed family of CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. 9). One such
property is that the time of the peak in emissions occurs pro-
gressively later with larger all-time cumulative emissions Qq.
Although this behaviour is likely for emissions scenarios which
peak and decline to yield finite all-time integrals, it is not in-
evitable. Therefore, the analysis of Fig. 5 is repeated in Figs 6 and
7 with two alternative families of emissions trajectories which
decouple the relationship between Qq and the time of peak emis-
sions. Figure 6 uses a set of emissions trajectories with the same
Qq but different times for peak emissions, whereas Fig. 7 uses
emissions trajectories with the same time of peak emissions but
varying Qq.

The emissions trajectories in Fig. 6 are obtained from the
smooth capped trajectory family, eq. (9), by varying the mitiga-
tion start time tm from 2011 to 2031 with fixed Qq(1500 PgC) as
in Fig. 1b. Peak emissions occur within a few years of tm for all
these trajectories, but the rate at which emissions fall after the
peak increases rapidly with delay in starting mitigation. This oc-
curs because increased delay (later tm) increases the cumulative
emissions expended before tm, so a faster decline after the peak

in emissions is necessary to meet the constraint of a fixed Qq.
For this family of emissions trajectories, the times of peak CO2

concentration and peak temperature occur progressively ear-
lier for progressively later times of peak emissions (Figs 6a–c).
This initially counterintuitive behaviour, which contrasts with
Figs 5a–c, occurs because of the progressively sharper fall in
emissions with delay in tm. However, when trajectories are plot-
ted against the cumulative emission clock (Figs 5d–f), the ex-
pected order of peak occurrences is recovered: delay in tm moves
the peaks in emissions, CO2 concentration and temperature to
larger Q(t).

The other two main results from Fig. 5 [the collapse of T(Q)
to a common curve up to near Qp = Q(tp), and the fact that
Qp is nearly all of the all-time quota Qq] are also evident in
Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7, emissions trajectories with the same time of peak
emissions but varying Qq are obtained from the discontinuous-
slope emissions trajectory (eq. 12) with mitigation start time
tm = 2011 as in Fig. 1c, thus forcing the peak emission to occur
at this time for all Qq. In this case, all three main results from
Fig. 5 are also observed, but the common curve to which T(Q)
collapses (for Q nearly up to Qp) is slightly lower than the
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Fig. 7. Total CO2 emissions (F Foss + F LUC), CO2 concentrations and temperatures from the nonlinear box model, for discontinuous-slope capped
CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. (12)) with all-time cumulative emission Qq from 1000 to 3000 PgC and mitigation start time fixed at tm = 2011, as
in Fig. 1c. Other details are as for Fig. 5.

curve in Figs 5 and 6. Therefore, this common curve is weakly
dependent on the family of emissions trajectories.

3.2. Non-linear box model with multigas radiative
forcing

Here we examine the response of temperature trajectories to
radiative forcing from multiple agents, to assess the effect of
non-CO2 radiative forcing on the collapse of T(Q) to a common
curve. For these calculations, future anthropogenic emissions of
the non-CO2 greenhouse gases considered here (CH4, N2O and
halocarbons, represented only by CFCs) were prescribed using a
simple illustrative scenario given in Appendix A. The (negative)
radiative forcing from aerosols was assumed to be proportional
to total CO2 emissions (Section 2 and Appendix A).

The multigas radiative forcings following from these assump-
tions are shown in Fig. 8a. The total radiative forcing (blue curve)
is approximately equal to the CO2-only forcing (red curve) in
2000, consistent with the approximate cancellation in the recent
past of radiative forcing from non-CO2 gases and non-gaseous
agents. The estimated total radiative forcing in 2005 was +1.6

(0.6–2.4) W m−2 (IPCC, 2007b), including contributions of
+1.6 W m−2 from CO2, +1.4 W m−2 from non-CO2 gases
(CH4, N2O and others), and −1.5 W m−2 from non-gaseous
agents, mainly direct and indirect aerosol forcing of -1.2(−2.7 to
−0.4) W m−2, which contributed the largest uncertainty. In fu-
ture, however, the positive forcing from non-CO2 gases is likely
to increase and negative forcing from aerosols is likely to de-
crease, as suggested by detailed models of non-CO2 radiative
forcings (Strassmann et al., 2009). This means that total ra-
diative forcing in the long-term (century scale) future is likely
to significantly exceed the CO2-only forcing. Figure 8a re-
flects this expectation, and also suggests that there will be a
short-term (decadal-scale) increase in negative radiative forc-
ing from aerosols as CO2 emissions increase, causing total ra-
diative forcing to fall below the CO2-only forcing for a few
decades.

The temperature trajectories resulting from these radiative
forcings are shown in Figs 8b and c, plotted respectively against
t and the cumulative emission clock Q(t). In the immediate
future, temperatures fall below the common curve for CO2-only
forcing, but temperatures subsequently rise to peaks above this
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Fig. 8. (a) Cumulative contributions to multi-gas radiative forcing from CO2, CH4, N2O, halocarbons and aerosols. Radiative forcing for CO2

assumes smooth capped CO2 emissions trajectory (eq. 9) with Qq = 1500 PgC and tm = 2011. Radiative forcing for CH4, N2O and halocarbons
(represented by CFC-11 and CFC-12) uses a simple illustrative emissions scenario (Appendix A). Radiative forcing for aerosols is assumed
proportional to CO2 emissions (Appendix A). (b) Temperature trajectories from nonlinear box model plotted against time t, with multigas radiative
forcing assuming smooth capped CO2 emissions trajectories (eq. (9)) with Qq from 1000 to 3000 PgC and tm = 2011, and multigas forcing as in (a).
(c) Temperature trajectories as in (b) but plotted against cumulative CO2 emissions clock Q(t). Other details are as for Fig. 5.

curve because of the extra radiative forcing from non-CO2 gases
and the progressive decrease in negative forcing from aerosols.

3.3. Path dependence

We now assess the path dependence of the parameters λp and
Ap in eq. (8). It is shown in Appendix B that the peak climate
sensitivity λp depends on the trajectory of radiative forcing,
unlike the equilibrium climate sensitivity λq which (under a
linear climate model) is independent of the path to equilibrium.
System inertia suggests that λp is less than λq, because the system
at time tp has realised only a fraction of its ultimate equilibrium
response. Therefore, it is appropriate to investigate the ratio
λp/λq as a measure of the path dependence of λp.

By contrast, the CAF A(t) is approximately steady in condi-
tions where emissions are increasing approximately exponen-
tially, as has occurred over the past century or more. As the
system approaches a long-term equilibrium in which emissions
are zero, A(t) is expected to decline (Fig. 4). Therefore, a suitable
measure of path dependence in Ap is the ratio Ap/Am, where Am

is the CAF at the time tm when mitigation begins.
Figure 9 shows the calculated dependence (from the nonlinear

box model) of the ratios λp/λq and Ap/Am on the all-time cumu-
lative emission Qq, for three emissions scenarios: first (coloured
lines) for CO2 forcing with smooth capped CO2 emissions tra-
jectories (eq. 9 and Fig. 5) in which the mitigation start time

tm varies from 2011 to 2031 as in Fig. 6; second (solid black
curve) for CO2 forcing with discontinuous-slope capped CO2

emissions trajectories, taking tm = 2011 as in Fig. 7; and third
(grey curve) for multigas radiative forcing as in Fig. 8. These
three sets of scenarios test the response of λp/λq and Ap/Am

to variations of future CO2 emissions trajectories with several
alternative relationships between the all-time cumulative quota
Qq and the time of peak emissions (as in Figs 5–7), and also to
the inclusion of non-CO2 forcings (as in Fig. 8).

Figure 9a shows that λp/λq increases with Qq, consistent
with the above expectation. There is very little dependence on
the time of peak emissions when this is varied independently
of Qq (comparing the coloured lines in Fig. 9a), and a response
of only a few percent to the inclusion of non-CO2 forcings as
in Fig. 8 (comparing the red and grey lines). There is a slightly
larger difference between the smooth capped and discontinuous-
slope emissions trajectories (comparing the red and solid black
lines).

In summary, the path dependence in λp/λq is not large, and
λp/λq ≈ 0.6 to within 10% for the scenarios investigated. Com-
bining this value with λq = 1.235 K W−1 m2 for the three-term
HadCM3 climate response function (Li and Jarvis, 2009), we
a find reference value for λp of 0.74 K W−1 m2. We have also
confirmed that similar values of λp are obtained with other cli-
mate response functions (Den Elzen et al., 1999; Trudinger and
Enting, 2005) with shorter climate response times, arising for
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Fig. 9. (a) Ratio λp/λq and (b) ratio Ap/Am, plotted against all-time
cumulative CO2 emissions Qq. Coloured lines are for CO2 forcing
only as in Figs 5 and 6, using smooth capped CO2 emissions
trajectories (eq. 9) and mitigation start time tm varying from 2011 to
2031. Solid black curve is for CO2 forcing only as in Fig. 7, using
discontinuous-slope capped CO2 emissions trajectories with tm =
2011. Grey curve is for multigas radiative forcing as in Fig. 8.

example from lower ocean mixing. These climate response func-
tions have lower equilibrium sensitivities λq. However, they
also yield larger λp/λq values than those in Fig. 9a (results
not shown), leading to similar values for λp. The peak sensitiv-
ity λp is a measure of transient rather than equilibrium climate
response, and is therefore relatively consistent across climate
models with similar transient responses even if their long-term
equilibrium responses are different. Climate models tend to have
similar transient responses because they are constrained by ob-
served twentieth century warming (Frame et al., 2006).

Figure 9b shows that Ap/Am decreases with increasing Qq

in most cases. There is a wider variation in Ap/Am than in
λp/λq, particularly as the time of peak emissions is delayed by
delaying the mitigation start time tm (comparing the coloured
curves in Fig. 9b). This occurs because A(t) increases with time
for strongly increasing emissions, and decreases with time when
emissions decrease significantly (Fig. 4b).

For cumulatively capped CO2 emissions scenarios with an
immediate start to mitigation (tm = 2011), Fig. 9b shows that
Ap/Am is within 15% of 0.7. Taking the present (2005–2009)
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Fig. 10. Peak temperature relative to pre-industrial times, T p, as a
function of all-time cumulative emission Qq. Dotted line: algebraic
expression, eq. (8), with reference parameters, including no non-CO2

radiative forcing. Solid black line: Eq. (8) with non-CO2 forcing from
eq. (13), taking sN = 0.00033 W m−2 PgC−1. Grey lines:
approximations to results of Allen et al. (2009), representing median
and 5% and 95% confidence intervals in the distribution of T p with
given Qp. The median curve is T p(Qp) = 2.076 ln (1 + Qp/621.9), a
fit to the white crosses in Fig. 2 of Allen et al. (2009), and the 5% and
95% curves are multiples of this curve from their Fig. 3. Black points:
IPCC scenario results for (Q(2100), T (2100)).

CAF to be Am = 0.42 (Canadell et al., 2007; Le Quere et al.,
2009; Fig. 4b), we obtain Ap = 0.29 as a reference value.

The trends in λp/λq and Ap/Am with Qq in Figs 9a and b are
not only opposite but are approximately complementary. This
may be partly attributable to the fact that both curves are strongly
dependent on the penetration rate for a tracer into the ocean.
This nearly complementary behaviour means that compensating
errors are introduced into the expression for T p(Qp), eq. (8),
by variation of λp/λq and Ap/Am with cumulative emissions
expressed as either Qq or Qp (recalling that Qp is typically 90%
or more of Qq). The effects of variation of Qp on the parameters
λp and Ap in eq. (8) are therefore relatively small.

3.4. Algebraic expression for peak warming

The expression for T p(Qp) in eq. (8) depends on four parameters,
of which three (λp, Ap, γ ) are properties of the carbon–climate
system and one (RNp) is an additional forcing variable together
with Qp. Reference values for these parameters are assigned as
follows.

For the peak climate sensitivity (λp) and cumulative AF at
time of peak temperature (Ap), we use the reference values λp =
0.74 K W−1 m2 and Ap = 0.29 (see previous subsection). This is
motivated by the nearly complementary behaviour of λp/λq and
Ap/Am with variation of Qp.
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The sensitivity of carbon pools to climate change (γ ) is chosen
so that g, the gain in eq. (8), is typical of the gain due to climate
responses of both land and ocean carbon pools found from mod-
els. The C4MIP study (Friedlingstein et al., 2006) compared 11
models forced with an A2 emissions scenario, finding g ≈ 0.15
(range 0.04–0.31). A later study (Sitch et al., 2008), with five
models forced with several emissions scenarios, found similarly
scattered but higher values of g (range 0.14–0.43). We choose
γ conservatively to give a gain g = 0.15 when Qp = 1500 PgC
and with other parameters as above, implying a reference value
γ = 40 PgC K−1.

We take a reference value of the non-CO2 radiative forcing at
the time of peak temperature, RNp, to be zero. This is consistent
with the approximate cancellation in the recent past of forcing
from non-CO2 gases and non-gaseous agents. However, as noted
in Section 3.2 and Fig. 8a, such cancellation is not likely to
continue. Radiative forcing from aerosols is likely to become
less negative (Ramanathan and Feng, 2008) and the positive
forcing from non-CO2 gases is likely to increase (Strassmann
et al., 2009), driven partly by increasing CH4 and N2O emissions
as agricultural production expands with world population and
affluence. Both effects will increase RNp, with consequences to
be assessed later.

Figure 10 shows the relationship T p(Qp) from eq. (8), with
parameters set to the above reference values (dotted curve). This
is compared with two other sources of information. First, Allen
et al. (2009) and Meinshausen et al. (2009) presented results
from multiple carbon–climate models on the peak warming T p

in response to given cumulative emissions. The grey curves in
Fig. 10 show the median estimate of T p and the values at 5%

and 95% confidence intervals, from Allen et al. (2009). There
is good agreement between the curve for T p(Qp) from eq. (8)
with reference parameters (including RNp = 0), and the median
curve from Allen et al. (2009). Both results consider radiative
forcing from CO2 only.

The dotted curve in Fig. 10 is also plotted in each of Figs 5f,
6f, 7f and 8f, for comparison with the nonlinear box model.

The second comparison in Fig. 10 is with IPCC scenario fam-
ilies. Because IPCC climate projections extend only to 2100,
which is earlier than their time of peak temperature, we plot
points (Q(2100), T (2100)) using temperatures and their uncer-
tainty ranges in 2100 (IPCC, 2007b) and cumulative emissions
to 2100 from marker scenarios (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). For Q
values less than about 2000 PgC (encompassing the B1, A1T, B2
and A1B scenarios in order of increasing Q), there is agreement
to within 10% between IPCC points, the curves from eq. (8)
with RNp = 0 (dotted curve) and the median curve from Allen
et al. (2009). At Q values above 2000 PgC (encompassing the A2
and A1FI scenarios), the IPCC points fall above these curves.
One possible reason is that both curves describe responses to
CO2 forcing only, whereas the IPCC results include non-CO2

forcing.
To illustrate the possible role of non-CO2 forcing we as-

sume that RNp can be related to the CO2 forcing quantified
by Qp. Such a relationship would be approximated if mitiga-
tion efforts were to be spread across anthropogenic greenhouse
gases, so that scenarios with high cumulative future CO2 emis-
sions would also have high ongoing radiative forcing from non-
CO2 agents, and conversely. Because CO2 and non-CO2 forc-
ings are biophysically independent, this is clearly not a general
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proposition, although it is broadly consistent with detailed stud-
ies of non-CO2 forcing (Strassmann et al., 2009, their fig. 4).
A possible simple relationship between RNp and Qp, of linear
form with a threshold, is

RNp = sN max
(
0, Qp − 500 PgC

)
(13)

where sN [W m−2 PgC−1] is the incremental non-CO2 forcing per
PgC of cumulative CO2 emissions above 500 PgC. The threshold
is consistent with the approximate present cancellation of non-
CO2 radiative forcing from gaseous and non-gaseous agents.
The reference case (RNp = 0) corresponds to sN = 0.

The solid black curve in Fig. 10 shows T p(Qp) from eq. (8),
with RNp described by eq. (13) with sN = 0.00033 W m−2 PgC−1.
This curve approximately matches the IPCC points, and can be
regarded as the result for T p from eq. (8) with explicit forcing
from both CO2 and non-CO2 agents, along one line in the plane
(Qp, RNp) which describes a possible association between Qp

and RNp from eq. (13).

3.5. Sensitivities and uncertainties

In Fig. 11, we assess the sensitivity of T p(Qp) (from eqs. 8 and
13) to variations in the four parameters λp, Ap, γ and RNp (as
set by sN). Variations of λp and Ap are by factors (5/4, 4/5) or
increments of (+25%, −20%) in each case, and variations of γ

and sN are in additive increments from zero.
First we assess the peak climate sensitivity (λp). The largest

uncertainty in T p(Qp) stems from uncertainty in λp, inherited
mainly from uncertainty in the equilibrium climate sensitivity
λq, with an additional smaller contribution from the path depen-
dence of λp. Variation of λp in Fig. 11a by (+25%, −20%) leads
to a variation in T p of about (+1.2, −1) K at Qp = 2000 PgC,
where the reference T p is 3.1 K. The range used for λp is cho-
sen to facilitate comparison with variations in Ap (for which the
same proportional range is used below) and is less than the likely
uncertainty inherited from λq, which is of order (+50%, −33%)
(IPCC, 2007b). The uncertainty in T p(Qp) resulting from uncer-
tainty in climate sensitivity is therefore greater than the range in
Fig. 11.

Secondly, the CAF at time of peak temperature (Ap) cap-
tures the response of carbon partitioning between atmospheric,
terrestrial and ocean carbon reservoirs to the accumulation of
anthropogenic carbon in the earth system. It is well constrained
parameter because of its integral character, which causes vari-
ability in the CAF to be much less than for the instantaneous AF
(see Fig. 4 and associated discussion). The present (2005–2009)
CAF is 0.42, with a 5–95% uncertainty range of around ±20%,
dominated by uncertainty in cumulative emissions, mostly from
cumulative land use change. Some additional uncertainty in Ap

arises from path dependence (see Fig. 9 and associated discus-
sion). A variation of Ap in Fig. 11 of (+25%, −20%) leads to a
response in T p(Qp) of about (+0.5, −0.4) K at T p = 2000 PgC.

This is less than the effect of a corresponding variation in λp

because of the form of eq. (8), which causes T p to respond more
slowly than linearly to perturbations in Ap whereas the response
to λp is linear.

Thirdly, the sensitivity of carbon pools to climate change (γ )
accounts for effects of climate change on CO2 fluxes, includ-
ing releases of carbon from both currently mobile and currently
largely immobile pools. In Fig. 11, we test additive variations
in γ , taking γ = 0, 40 (reference) and 80 PgC K−1, a conser-
vative estimate of the uncertainty range (Friedlingstein et al.,
2006; Sitch et al., 2008). This leads to a response in T p which
grows with Qp below 1000 PgC, and thereafter remains nearly
constant (at about +0.6 and −0.4 K for γ = 80 and 0 PgC K−1,
respectively) with further increase in Qp. This behaviour stems
initially from the form of eq. (8), because both the gain g and
the amplification 1/(1 − g) decrease as Qp increases. More fun-
damentally, it arises from the assumption in eq. (8) of a linear
response of the carbon cycle to temperature.

The temperature response of the carbon cycle is highly uncer-
tain for two reasons: first, processes determining the effects of
climate on land and ocean carbon sinks are not well understood,
as reflected in the high scatter in climate responses of carbon
pools in models (Friedlingstein et al., 2006, Sitch et al., 2008).
Secondly, there is still poor knowledge of the vulnerability of
previously undisturbed carbon pools. A major potential pool is
the organic carbon in frozen soils, estimated at nearly 1700 PgC
in total (Tarnocai et al., 2009), of which around 100 PgC may be
vulnerable to release by thawing over the next century (Schuur
et al., 2009). There is also a significant pool of carbon in trop-
ical peatland soils, mainly in the Southeast Asian archipelago,
of which around 30 PgC may be vulnerable to decomposition
and fire following drainage (Hooijer et al., 2009). Net releases
of carbon in other forest ecosystems are also likely through fire,
insect attack and ecological transitions (Kurz et al., 2008a,b). If
these uncertainties together cause the temperature response of
the carbon cycle to be faster than linear, then γ would increase
with increasing Qp and T p would increase faster with Qp than
implied by eq. (8).

Finally, we assess non-CO2 radiative forcing at the time of
peak temperature (RNp). The reference value is RNp = 0, imply-
ing no non-CO2 forcing. Figure 11 shows the effect of parame-
terizing RNp in eq. (8) by using eq. (13) with sN = 0.00033 and
0.00066 W m−2 PgC−1, corresponding respectively to an addi-
tional 0.5 and 1 W m−2 of radiative forcing from the aggregate
of all non-CO2 agents at Qp = 2000 PgC. These values lead
respectively to increases in T p of about 0.4 and 0.8 K at Qp =
2000 PgC, and to higher increases at larger Qp. Non-CO2 con-
tributions to warming of this order are consistent with more
detailed calculations of the effects of non-CO2 forcing (Strass-
mann et al., 2009). The choice sN = 0.00033 W m−2 PgC−1

approximately matches IPCC results for (T (2100), Q(2100))
(Fig. 10).
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4. Conclusions

This paper has offered three contributions. The first is an al-
gebraic expression (eq. 8) for T p(Qp), the peak warming T p

associated with a cumulative total anthropogenic CO2 emission
Qp to the time of peak warming. Given the definitions of its
parameters, this expression is formally exact apart from a minor
linearization with a typical error less than 1%. With reference
(best-estimate) parameter values and no non-CO2 radiative forc-
ing, the expression is in good agreement with model results,
including a non-linear box model for carbon–climate interac-
tions (Appendix A) and also Allen et al. (2009). Equation (8) is
robust for two reasons: first, it is based on a cumulative carbon
budget parameterised by the CAF Ap, a conservative quantity.
Second, although two of its parameters (Ap and λp) are path
dependent, the path dependencies act in opposite ways as Qp

varies.
The second contribution is an analytic form for smooth capped

emissions trajectories with a single parameter m, the long-term
mitigation rate at which emissions eventually decline. This form
simultaneously satisfies the requirements of a specified all-time
cumulative emission, smoothness and long-term exponential de-
cline. Its purpose here is to test eq. (8) with a non-linear box
model (Appendix A), but it is likely to have other applications.

The third contribution is an assessment of vulnerabilities in
the carbon–climate–human system (in the sense of risks of harm
from climate change), through the lens of eq. (8). Five different
vulnerabilities correspond to quantities in this equation: (1) ef-
fects of increasing CO2 on the partition of anthropogenic carbon
between atmospheric, land and ocean reservoirs (parameterised
by Ap, the CAF at time tp of peak warming); (2) effects of
climate change on CO2 fluxes (parameterized by γ , the aggre-
gate sensitivity of land and ocean carbon to temperature change,
including both currently mobile pools and currently immobile
pools which are vulnerable to disturbance); (3) climate sensitiv-
ity (parameterised by λp, the climate sensitivity at time tp); (4)
changes in non-CO2 radiative forcing (parameterized by RNp,
the net non-CO2 forcing at time tp); and (5) CO2 emissions
pathways (parameterized by Qp). Two of these quantities (RNp

and Qp) describe forcings by humans on the biophysical parts
of the earth system, and the other three (Ap, γ and λp) describe
biophysical processes and feedbacks. However, all contribute to
vulnerability in the coupled carbon–climate–human system in
the above sense.

Accounting for likely parameter variations and uncertainties,
the largest vulnerability among the four parameters λp, Ap, γ

and RNp resides with λp, followed by RNp and γ and then by
Ap (Figs 10 and 11). The dominance of λp arises because of
the high uncertainty in the equilibrium climate sensitivity λq,
which is difficult to reduce because λq is strongly sensitive to
small changes in positive feedbacks (Roe and Baker, 2007).
However, arguably the largest vulnerability (risk of harm from
climate change) in the coupled carbon–climate–human system

is that associated with Qp, the quantity used as the primary
independent variable in this analysis.

Finally, we note that eq. (8) is a conservative estimate of the
relationship between cumulative emissions and peak warming
because it is based on a model which cannot capture threshold
crossings in the carbon–climate system. These are likely to be-
come increasingly important at high warmings and cumulative
emissions, raising the possibility that warmings and vulnerabili-
ties are underestimated by eq. (8) at high cumulative emissions.
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Appendix A: Non-linear box model for
carbon–climate system

The model state vector is

(CA, CB1, CB2, CMi , [X]k, θj ). (A1)

Its components are carbon masses [PgC] in the atmosphere (CA),
in fast and slow terrestrial biospheric C pools (CB1, CB2), and
in a set of marine (ocean) pools (CMi); the atmospheric con-
centrations [X]k of non-CO2 greenhouse gases, including CH4,
N2O, CFC-11 and CFC-12; and global perturbation temperature
components (θ j).

A1 Atmospheric CO2

The mass balance for atmospheric CO2 (CA) is

dCA/dt = FFoss + FLUC + FBA + FMA, (A2)

where F Foss is the anthropogenic CO2 emission flux [PgCyr−1]
from fossil fuel combustion and other industrial processes in-
cluding cement production, F LUC is the net anthropogenic emis-
sion flux from land use change, and F BA and F MA are the net
CO2 fluxes to the atmosphere from the terrestrial biosphere and
ocean. All fluxes are positive into the atmosphere. The atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration is [CO2] A = CA/rC, where rC =
2.13 PgC ppm−1. The forcing fluxes F Foss(t) and F LUC(t) are
externally prescribed, and F BA and F MA are specified func-
tions of model state from phenomenological equations given in
Table A1.
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Table A1. Phenomenological equations for quantities in the non-linear box model

Quantity Symbol Phenomenological equation

Terrestrial NPP F NPP [PgC/yr] FNPP(CA) = FNPP0 (1 + β ln(CA/CA0))

Terrestrial respiration rate kBi [y−1] ln (kBi ) = ln
(
kBi(0)

) + T −T0
10 ln(q10)

Ocean–air CO2 flux F MA [PgC/yr] FMA = kGasrC ([CO2]m − [CO2]A)

where [CO2]m and [CO2]A = CA/rC are ocean mixed-layer and atmospheric pCO2 [ppm].
[CO2]m is given by (Joos et al., 1996):

[CO2]m(DIC, T ) = [CO2]M0 + dic × za(T )

1 − dic × zb(T )
,

za(T ) = 975.61(1.7561 − 0.031618 T + 0.0004444 T 2),

zb(T ) = 975.61(0.004096 − 7.7086 × 10−5 T + 6.10 × 10−7 T 2),

where DIC = DIC0 + dic is the dissolved inorganic carbon [molC m−3] in the ocean mixed
layer, DIC0 is its pre-industrial equilibrium value, dic is the perturbation part of DIC, and
[CO2]M0 = 280 ppm. DIC is proportional to the ocean mixed-layer carbon store [PgC], with
perturbation part cm = ∑

cMi given by the sum of the stores cMi determined by eq. (A5).
This relationship is

dic(cm) = (1015cm)/(AmhmMC) [molC m−3],

where Am is the ocean surface area, hm the ocean mixed-layer depth, and MC the atomic
mass of C.

Note: Notation is defined in Table A2.

A2 Terrestrial biospheric carbon

The terrestrial biospheric carbon stores CB1 and CB2 are the
total carbon stores [PgC] in notional global ‘grass’ and ‘forest’
biomes, respectively (combining biomass and soil carbon, which
are not separated in this model). The governing mass balance
equations are

dCB1/dt = aB1FNPP − k1CB1,

dCB2/dt = aB2FNPP − k1CB2 − FLUC, (A3)

where F NPP is the global terrestrial net primary production (NPP)
of biomass carbon [PgC y−1], kBi is the turnover rate for het-
erotrophic respiration [y−1] from biomass store i, and aBi is the
fraction of global NPP entering biomass store i, with aB1 + aB2 =
1. The NPP is a function of [CO2] A through phenomenologi-
cal equations (Table A1), and the turnover rates kBi depend on
the global temperature T A (Table A1). The net land use change
flux F LUC is withdrawn from the forest carbon store CB2. The
biosphere–atmosphere exchange flux F BA (positive into the at-
mosphere) is the negative terrestrial net ecosystem productivity
(NEP):

FBA = −FNEP = − (FNPP − k1CB1 − k2CB2) . (A4)

A3 Ocean carbon

Carbon in the ocean mixed layer (as dissolved inorganic carbon,
DIC) is the sum of several stores with different turnover rates kCi

for exchange with the deep ocean. The mass balances for these
stores are

dcMi

dt
= −aCiFMA − kCicMi ; cMi(0) = 0, (A5)

where cMi(t) = CMi(t) − CMi0 [PgC] is the perturbation of ma-
rine C store i from its pre-industrial equilibrium state CMi0, and
aCi is the fraction of the atmosphere–ocean CO2 flux entering
store i (with

∑
aCi = 1). The ocean–atmosphere flux F MA (pos-

itive into the atmosphere) is a function of T A and cMi (as DIC)
through phenomenological equations (Table A1). Equation (A5)
is equivalent to a pulse response function

∑
aCi exp(−kCi t) for

DIC in the ocean mixed layer (Appendix B). The weights aCi and
rates kCi are specified using pulse response functions for scalar
transfer from the mixed layer to the deep ocean from advanced
ocean models, thus capturing the ocean dynamics represented
in these models. The values of aCi and kCi used here (Table A2)
are from a four-term fit to the average of the pulse response
functions of the HILDA and Box-Diffusion models (Joos et al.,
1996), which are in good agreement.
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Table A2. Values for parameters in the nonlinear box model

Parameter Symbol Units Value

Physical constants
Mass/concentration ratios

C in atmospheric CO2 rC PgC ppm−1 2.130
Atmospheric CH4 rCH4 TgCH4 ppb−1 2.845
Atmospheric N2O rN2O TgN2O ppb−1 7.804
Atmospheric CFC-11 rCFC11 TgCFC11 ppb−1 24.36
Atmospheric CFC-12 rCFC12 TgCFC12 ppb−1 21.44

Atomic mass of C MC gC mol−1 12.0107
Earth radius rE m 6.37 × 106

Terrestrial C parameters
Pre-industrial terrestrial NPP F NPP0 PgC y−1 40
Parameter in NPP formulation β 0.8
NPP partition fraction for CB1 aB1 0.8
Pre-industrial turnover rates:
CB1 pool kB1(0) yr−1 1/3
CB2 pool kB2(0) yr−1 1/300
q10 for terrestrial respiration q10 2.0

Ocean C parameters
Air–ocean gas exchange rate kGas yr−1 1/8.76
Ocean area Am m2 0.7 × 4πr2

E

Ocean mixed-layer depth hm m 75
Weights in PRF for ocean CO2 aCi 0.512934, 0.320278, 0.142183, 0.0246045
Rates in PRF for ocean CO2 kCi yr−1 5.22893, 0.356532, 0.0194692, 0.0

Pre-industrial C stores
DIC DIC0 molC m−3 2.089
Global temperature T 0 degrees C 15
Atmospheric [CO2] [CO2]0 ppm 280
Atmospheric CO2 store CA0 PgC rC [CO2]0

Terrestrial C stores CBi(0) PgC aBiF NPP0/kBi(0)

Pre-industrial non-CO2 concentrations
CH4 [CH4]0 ppb 700
N2O [N2O]0 ppb 270
CFC-11, CFC-12 [CFC]0 ppb 0

Decay rates for non-CO2 gases
CH4 kCH4 yr−1 8.2−1 ([CH4]/[CH4]0)−0.12

N2O kN2O yr−1 1/114
CFC-11 kCFC11 yr−1 1/45
CFC-12 kCFC12 yr−1 1/100

Climate properties
Weights in SRF for climate bTi 0.434, 0.175, 0.391
Rates SRF for climate kTi yr−1 4.51−1, 140.4−1, 1476−1

Equilibrium climate sensitivity λq K W−1 m2 1.235
Coefficient for aerosol forcing cAero W m−2 PgC−1 y 0.12

A4 Global temperature

The absolute global temperature is T A(t) = T A0 + T (t), where
T A0 is the initial (pre-industrial) temperature and T(t) is the
temperature perturbation. This is written as T (t) = ∑

θj (t) [K],

with components θ j(t) satisfying

dθj

dt
= kTj bTj λqR(t) − kTj θj ; θj (0) = 0 (A6)
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with radiative forcing R(t). The weights bTj and rates kTj charac-
terize the climate step response function 1 − ∑

bTj exp(−kTj t)
(Appendix B). Here we use a three-term function with coeffi-
cients (Table A2) derived by inverting the Laplace transform of
the climate response function for the HadCM3 model (Li and
Jarvis, 2009).

A5 Radiative forcing

Radiative forcing is taken to be the sum of contributions from
anthropogenic greenhouse gases, together with aerosols:

R(t) = RCO2 ([CO2]) + RCH4 ([CH4]) + · · · + RAero. (A7)

The gases considered are CO2, CH4, N2O and halocarbons (rep-
resented only by CFC-11 and CFC-12). We use conventional
expressions for radiative forcing as a function of gas concen-
tration (IPCC, 2001b, p. 358), specifically eq. (5) for CO2. The
(negative) aerosol forcing is modelled as proportional to total
CO2 emissions,

RAero(t) = −cAero (FFoss(t) + FLUC(t) ) (A8)

This assumes proportional relationships between aerosol radia-
tive forcing, aerosol concentrations, aerosol emissions (taking
the aerosol turnover rate to be rapid) and fossil fuel emissions.
The proportionality coefficient cAero is chosen so that eq. (A7)
yields a total radiative forcing of +1.6 W m−2 in 2005 (IPCC,
2007b). This coefficient has different units from sN in eq. (13).

A6 Non-CO2 greenhouse gases

Concentrations for gas X (CH4, N2O or CFCs) are modelled as

d[X]

dt
= r−1

X

(
FX(Nat) + FX(Anth)(t)

) − kX[X] (A9)

with mass–concentration ratios r, fluxes F (separating natural
and anthropogenic components) and atmospheric decay rates
k. The assumed decay rates for N2O and CFCs are constant,
while that for CH4 is a weak function of CH4 concentration
(Table A1) to account for the known decrease in the CH4 de-
cay rate from pre-industrial times to the present (Prinn, 2004).
The natural fluxes F (Nat) are taken as time-independent and
set to match pre-industrial concentrations in the assumed pre-
industrial equilibrium state. Past anthropogenic CH4 fluxes are
prescribed from data (Stern and Kaufmann, 1996), and past an-
thropogenic N2O and CFC fluxes are prescribed as exponential
functions of time. For the present illustrative calculations, future
CH4 and N2O emissions are taken from the IPCC SRES A1B
marker scenario (Nakicenovic et al., 2000) with linear extrapo-
lation from 2100 to 2300, assuming a return to present (2000)
emissions in 2300, and future halocarbon emissions are assumed
constant at 2000 values.

Appendix B: Linear systems and response
functions

B1 Pulse and step response functions

For a linear system with an equilibrium steady state in response
to steady forcing, the forcing f (t) and the response x(t) (with
initial condition x(0) = 0) are related by the alternative integral
expressions

x(t) =
∫ t

0
f (τ )g(t − τ ) dτ, (B1)

x(t) = �q

∫ t

0
f ′(τ )h(t − τ ) dτ, (B2)

where g(t) is the Green’s function or pulse response function
(PRF), h(t) is the step response function (SRF), �q is an equilib-
rium system sensitivity with the dimension of time, and a prime
denotes differentiation in time (x ′(t) = dx/dt). The PRF is the
response to a unit pulse or spike forcing at t = 0, and the SRF
is the realized fraction at time t of the equilibrium response �q

to a unit step forcing (f (t) = 0 when t < 0 and f (t) = 1 when
t ≥ 0). The relationship between the PRF and the SRF is

g(t) = �qh
′(t). (B3)

Requirements on g(t) and h(t) are g(0) = 1, h(0) = 0, and
(assuming that the equilibrium state exists) g(t) → 0 and h(t) →
1 as t → ∞. The PRF form is widely used in carbon cycle
science and the SRF form in climate science, as for example in
eq. (1).

B2 Systems with exponential response functions

Let the response functions g(t) and h(t) be sums of decaying
exponential terms:

g(t) =
∑

i

ai exp (−ki t) , (B4)

h(t) = 1 −
∑

i

bi exp (−ki t) , (B5)

with rates ki and weights ai for the PRF and bi for the SRF. These
rates must sum to 1 (

∑
ai = 1 and

∑
bi = 1). The relationships

between ai and bi are

bi = ai

kiτq
; ai = bikiτq, (B6)

where τ q is the integral time scale of the PRF,

τq =
∫ ∞

0
g(τ ) dτ =

∑
i

ai

ki

= 1∑
i

biki

. (B7)

If and only if g(t) and h(t) respectively take the forms of
eqs. (B4) and (B5), the system response x(t) is a sum of terms
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xi(t) which satisfy independent differential equations:

dxi

dt
= aif (t) − kixi(t) (B8)

= bikiτqf (t) − kixi(t) (B9)

with initial conditions xi(0) = 0.
With steady forcing f q, the long-term equilibrium state (de-

noted by a subscript q) satisfies dxi/dt = 0 for all components
i, so that

xqi = aifq

ki

; xq =
∑

i

xqi = τqfq. (B10)

B3 System sensitivity

A measure of the sensitivity of the system at time t is the instan-
taneous ratio of response to forcing, �(t) = x(t)/f (t), with the
dimension of time. The long-term equilibrium sensitivity with
steady forcing f q is �q = xq/f q (eq. B2). eq. (B10) yields two
forms for �q:

�q = τq and �q =
∑

xqi∑
kixqi

. (B11)

Assuming the solution x(t) has a peak value (more generally, a
local extremum) at time tp, we can also find the peak sensitivity
�p = xp/f p, where xp = x(tp) and f p = f (tp). At the time tp

we have dx/dt = ∑
dxi/dt = 0. Summing eq. (B8) over i and

equating to zero, this yields

�p =
∑

xpi∑
kixpi

. (B12)

Eqs. (B11) and (B12) show that the sensitivities � at long-term
equilibrium and at the peak time tp are both given by weighted
parallel averages of the component time scales k−1

i , where the
weights are the component stores xi at the relevant times. In both
cases, this is true because of the constraint

∑
dxi/dt = 0. At

long-term equilibrium, but not at the peak time tp, the system also
satisfies the stronger constraint dxi/dt = 0 for each component
i. For systems with a finite τ q the equilibrium sensitivity �q is
path-independent, but the peak sensitivity �p depends on the
forcing path f (t) which yields the peak xp.

B4 Response functions and sensitivities
for global temperature

For global temperature, the SRF expression is eq. (1). Also
writing the PRF form using eq. (B1), this is

T (t) = 1

H

∫ t

0
R(τ )gT(t − τ ) dτ (B13)

= λq

∫ t

0
R′(τ )hT(t − τ ) dτ, (B14)

where T(t) is the global temperature perturbation [K], R(t) is
the radiative forcing [W m−2], H is an average heat capacity
for the thermal stores which interact with climate [J m−2 K−1],
gT(t) and hT(t) are respectively the PRF and SRF for climate,
and λq is the equilibrium climate sensitivity [K W−1 m2]. The
equilibrium and peak climate sensitivities λq and λp are related
to H and the response function by

λq = �q/H = τq/H ; λp = �p/H, (B15)

where �q and �p are sensitivities with the dimension of time
given by eqs. (B11) and (B12), and τ q is given by eq. (B7) in
terms of coefficients in an exponential response function.

Appendix C: Data sources

Data on past CO2 emissions from fossil fuels and other indus-
trial processes (mainly cement production) are from the Carbon
Dioxide Information and Analysis Center (CDIAC), US Depart-
ment of Energy (Boden et al., 2009).

Data on past CO2 emissions from land use change are from
Houghton (2003), updated by the Global Carbon Project (Le
Quere et al., 2009).

Data for CO2 concentrations are the average of annual-mean
concentrations at Mauna Loa and the South Pole, from the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Keeling et al., 2001, 2005).

Temperature data are annual global temperatures from
the Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia
(http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/).

Annual time series for the AF and CAF were inferred from
the above data on CO2 emissions and concentrations, using the
definitions of the AF and CAF (Raupach et al., 2008).
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